MAYOR & COUNCIL MEMORANDUM
May 4, 2021
Subject: City Manager Recommendations relating to the Proposed
Reid Park Zoo Expansion; Report on Community
Conversation following Pause on the Expansion Project
(Ward 6 and City Wide)
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Issue – This is the report back to Mayor and Council following the 45-Day pause of the Reid Park
Zoo expansion project, as directed by Mayor and Council at the March 9, 2021 Study Session.
City Manager's Office Recommendation – The City Manager recommends the Mayor and Council
provide direction to:
 Cease work on the Reid Park Zoo expansion as currently designed,
 Initiate the redesign of the Reid Park Zoo expansion into the area referred to as
“Concept D” from the Community Conversation, and
 Begin work on a new, comprehensive Reid Park Master Plan that includes any
necessary updates to the 2018 Reid Park Zoo Master Plan as a subset to the overall
Reid Park Master Plan.
Background – In November 2017, City of Tucson voters approved Propositions 202 and 203. Both
measures were brought forward to the ballot by initiative petitions. Proposition 202, entitled the
“Reid Park Zoo Quality of Life Authorization Act,” amended the City Charter to authorize a onetenth-cent (0.1%) sales tax for a period of 10 years, with the revenues dedicated to providing
additional funding to the Gene C. Reid Park Zoo. Proposition 203, the “Reid Park Zoo Quality of
Life Implementation Act,” revised the City code to implement this dedicated tax and codify the
authorized uses of the tax revenues. Both the Charter amendment and the Code revisions, as
proposed by citizens’ initiative and approved by the voters, specified that the tax revenues could
only be expended to fund capital improvements, operations, and maintenance at the Zoo.
Following the voters’ approval of Propositions 202 and 203, work moved forward to carry out the
voters’ will and implement the purposes of those Acts. The 2014 Reid Park Zoo Master Plan was
updated by the Reid Park Zoological Society (RPZS) in 2018; an agreement was executed
between the City and RPZS for management and operation of the zoo in a manner consistent with
the provisions of Propositions 202 and 203; annual budgets for capital and operations expenditures
were submitted and approved through the City’s publicly noticed budget process; and design and
construction contracts were awarded and executed to carry out the vision of the Master Plan
through phased improvements to the Zoo. The RZPS moved forward to carry out the approved
design of the Zoo expansion, including the Pathway to Asia exhibits that were identified in the
2018 Zoo Master Plan as being located in the areas of Reid Park that include Barnum Hill and the
smaller of two artificial duck ponds (South Duck Pond). As provided in the approved management
agreement with RPZS, the City awarded and executed the related design and construction
agreements.
In late 2020, concerns were raised by members of the public about the Pathway to Asia expansion,
specifically the location of this expansion into the area of Reid Park that contains Barnum Hill and
the South Duck Pond. On January 29, 2021, the City Attorney and City Manager submitted a
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Memorandum to Mayor and Council outlining the city’s legal and contractual obligations
regarding the expansion, with a recommendation to continue as originally planned, while
developing a new “natural resources area” within Reid Park in response to the concerns expressed
by members of the community. Due to continued concerns from the public, Mayor and Council
scheduled a Study Session for the March 9, 2021 meeting. Following a discussion of the matter at
that meeting, the Mayor and Council approved a motion that directed the City Manager to suspend
and pause the expansion project for 45 days, as necessary to protect the best interests of the City;
and to organize a mediated, intentional dialogue with stakeholders to discuss potential options.
Present Consideration(s) – The Gene C. Reid Park and Reid Park Community Conversation was
conducted during the 45-Day pause, ending on April 23, 2021. The Community Conversation was
organized by the Center for Community Dialogue & Training, Kaneen Communications, and city
staff and consisted of several elements:
 A Community Survey was conducted with over 14,000 responses. Highlights of the survey
are discussed in this section and the full survey report is provided as Attachment A.
 A Core Stakeholder Group (CSG) was formed and participated in about 30 hours of
mediated dialogue. Key outcomes of the CSG are discussed in this section and the full
CSG report is provided as Attachment B.
 Community Dialogue Circles were held on April 10, 2021 with about 135 participants. The
Dialogue Circles Report is provided as Attachment C.
 A comment portal was open throughout the Community Conversation for members of the
public to share their thoughts.
 Outreach efforts included:
o Initial Press Release
o English and Spanish websites with the Community Survey available in both
languages, along with an open comment portal and phone line
o Frequent multi-channel social media posts, including through our partners
with Arizona Bilingual and Latinas Arizona
o Frequent email communications with interested parties
o Facebook ads directed at Spanish speakers within 10 miles of Reid Park
o Ads purchased in the Arizona Daily Star and La Estrella, with online
clickable access to the Community Survey
o A postcard mailer to all addresses within 1 mile of Reid Park
o Three rounds of signs installed at the site, including large banners and signs
with maps and information on impacts at each potential expansion location
o Park user intercept surveys conducted in both English and Spanish
o Appearances on Azteca TV
Community Survey
The Gene C. Reid and Reid Park Zoo Expansion survey (Community Survey) was open for 13
days and received more survey responses than any City survey to date. Eight concepts were
presented, which the survey respondents rated on a five-point scale of: Strongly Favor, Somewhat
Favor, Undecided, Somewhat Oppose, or Strongly Oppose. The survey was offered in English and
Spanish and advertised to the community in multiple ways, including: City website, news releases,
NewsNet, survey platform registered users, social media, intercept surveys, postcard, and flyers. A
full report is provided as Attachment A.
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The survey generated the following responses:
 18765 total engagements (visits to the site)
 14014 total responses
 Equivalent of 700 hours of public comment (at 3 minutes/response)
 75% completion rate
 99% Confidence Level
 2% Margin of Error
Review of the responses, the demographics, and the community reflect that this was a robust and
statistically valid survey, with few outliers. Respondent demographics were compared to the
demographics of the City of Tucson from summary data provided in the 2018 American
Community Survey (ACS) for Tucson, Arizona conducted by the US Census Bureau.
In her March 3, 2021 message to the community, Mayor Regina Romero focused on engaging the
community to find a solution that is “win-win.” The Mayor’s letter is attached to this
Memorandum as Attachment D.
Figure 1 presents the aggregated Community Survey results for Favorability for each of the eight
concepts (A-H), where Favorability was calculated by subtracting the “Opposed” responses from
the “Favor” responses for each. A Zero result means that the concept was neutral across all survey
responses and larger negative numbers indicate stronger opposition to that concept. Based on the
survey results, Concept D (as further described below) is the top overall response, followed by
Concept C, and then Concept B. Further:
 Concept D is the top response in all but three of the analyzed demographics, and
shows up as a top three concept in 12 of the 13 analyzed demographics.
 Concept C follows as a top three concept in nine of 13 analyzed demographics.
 Concept B follows as a top three concept in seven of 13 analyzed demographics.
 For context related to the following Core Stakeholder Group section, note that
Concept G scored significantly lower than Concepts D, C, and B in the survey.

Figure 1 - Community Survey Aggregated Data
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Core Stakeholder Group
The Core Stakeholder Group (CSG) was formed from the approved Motion from the March 9,
2021 Mayor and Council Study Session that created the Community Conversation. The CSG
consisted of 18 members representing the following interests:
 Ward 6 (1)
 Ward 5 (1)
 Parks and Recreation Department (1)
 Reid Park Zoo Operations (1)
 Reid Park Zoological Society (1)
 Save the Heart of Reid Park (2)
 Adjacent Neighborhoods:
o Alvernon Heights / Roberts (1)
o Arroyo Chico (1)
o Barrio Centro (1)
o Broadmoor-Broadway Village (1)
o Colonia Solana (1)
o El Encanto Estates (1)
o El Montevideo (1)
o Julia Keen (1)
o Peter Howell (1)
o San Clemente (1)
o San Gabriel (1)
The CSG met for over 30 hours between March 27 and April 21, 2021 in a mediated process led
by Christina Medvescek of the Center for Community Dialogue & Training. One key outcome of
the CSG was their consensus agreement on the following question that was used to guide their
deliberations:
“What solutions for Reid Park protect Tucson’s need for free, accessible open
space and enhance a quality zoo for the region, in consideration of:
a) ensuring equitable and inclusive access for park users and city residents
b) mitigating climate change through reducing hardscape, protecting and
nurturing old growth trees and canopy, creating and maintaining
waterscapes, etc.
c) balancing fiscal responsibility/taxpayer impact with community value
d) supporting zoo conservation, education, and entertainment
e) providing for open and transparent input from all stakeholders in future
planning for the park and entities within
f) preserving public trust in leadership and bonding
g) protecting surrounding neighborhoods from negative impacts from the
operation of the zoo?”
After initial data gathering and dialogue, the CSG focused their discussions on Concept D and
Concept G. While they could not reach consensus on a single concept, their deliberations are
shared with Mayor and Council as Attachment B.
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Community Dialogue Circles
On April 10, 2021, a series of dialogue circles were led by Community Dialogue Facilitators from
the Center for Community Dialogue & Training. Using a talking piece, participants spoke one by
one in a safe, civil, and respectful format that encouraged thoughtful exploration of experiences
and values on Gene C. Reid Park and the Reid Park Zoo. Circle participants engaged in
connection and conversation following the Objective, Reflective, Interpretive, Decision (ORID)
method of questions. The process involved a moderate consensus task that was asked of all
participants to come up with a consensus recommendation and a decision that would represent the
best feasible course of action for their group.
About 135 people, including stakeholders and facilitators, conducted a total of 13 dialogue circles.
The primary outcome was a series of “Top Positive Features” that the participants recommended
be considered by Mayor and Council in the final decision. While not all dialogue circles reached a
consensus (7 yes and 6 no), there was significant commonality in the desired features identified by
the various circles. Further, the consensus question developed by the CSG (see above) had much
in common with the dialogue circle outcomes. A report on the dialogue circles is provided as
Attachment C.
Staff Analysis
The CSG was unable to come to a consensus, yet poured significant effort into discussing Concept
D and Concept G. The results of the Community Survey, with over 14,000 responses, found
Concept D to be the top choice, followed by Concepts C and B. Additional factors considered by
staff were the conceptual costs, feasibility, and risks of each concept.
While Concepts B and C carry to lowest cost, they directly impact Barnum Hill and the South
Duck Pond. This presents a significant risk to project success and these concepts did not garner
significant support in the CSG deliberations. While Concept G received a lot of discussion by the
CSG, it scored poorly on the Community Survey, is a higher risk for ultimate feasibility, and costs
an order of magnitude higher than Concepts B, C, and D.
Concept D was deeply considered by the CSG, was the top result of the Community Survey,
carries a moderate cost impact, and has a very high likelihood of success. Not only does Concept
D preserve the Barnum Hill and South Duck Pond area outside of the zoo footprint, it provides
flexibility in how much open green space versus existing hardscape would be occupied by the
final design, creating opportunities to optimize meeting the list of considerations presented in the
CSG consensus question. Figure 2 presents a preliminary outline of where the zoo expansion
would occur under Concept D; the final geography would be determined during the design phase
with continued public input.
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Figure 2 - Zoo Expansion Concept D

Plan Tucson Consideration(s) – This item relates to Chapter Three, Social Environment, PR2 Prioritize repairing, maintaining, and upgrading existing recreational facilities; PR5 – Provide
lifelong recreational opportunities for people of all ages and abilities; G1 – Provide the public with
regular communication and sufficient information regarding policy, program, and project planning
and decision-making via multiple methods; G3 – Emphasize interactive participation methods that
solicit input from the public and provide feedback to the public on input received and how it was
used; and G4 – Increase participation of the traditionally underrepresented populations in policy,
program, and project planning and decision-making
Financial Considerations – If the Mayor and Council provide direction to proceed as
recommended – i.e., to proceed with Concept D – the expansion project will need a new design.
The added cost for redesign plus additional construction costs due to materials inflation and site
conditions in the new location is estimated at $3.6M. It is recommended to fund this added cost
with proceeds generated from the Prop 203 Reid Park Zoo Tax. While the new design is
completed, staff would continue to direct the construction contract (i.e., the contract with Lloyd) to
remain suspended pending the new design, followed by negotiation of a new guaranteed
maximum price (GMP) under the construction contract.
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Operating Cost and Maintenance Input – Until a new design is completed and approved, staff
cannot provide comment on whether the redesigned project will impact future operating and
maintenance costs.
Legal Considerations – When the Mayor and Council gave direction on March 9, 2021 to suspend
or pause the expansion project, the City Attorney advised staff to give the appropriate notice under
the relevant contracts to the vendors under contract with the City. Once the Mayor and Council
give direction as to the next steps with this project, the City Attorney will provide direction and
support to the City Manager, the Parks and Recreation Department, and the Business Services
Department to carry out the will of the governing body.
Additionally, if the direction of the Mayor and Council is to proceed with Concept D based on the
results of the Community Conversation as described in this Memorandum, then it is important to
note that this direction would effectively be an amendment to the 2018 Zoo Master Plan as
previously approved by the Mayor and Council as Exhibit B to the Management Agreement with
RPZS under Resolution No. 22949 (approved on October 9, 2018). Pursuant to the Management
Agreement (Sec. 16.c), a new or amended Zoo master plan will not be implemented absent Mayor
and Council approval following a reasonable public outreach and input process. The Community
Conversation as described herein is intended to be that public outreach and input process, as
described in the Sec. 16.c of the Management Agreement. So if the Mayor and Council proceed as
recommended, and give direction to proceed with Concept D, the City Attorney will prepare a new
Resolution for Mayor and Council consideration at the next available Regular Meeting that will
approve an amended Zoo Master Plan that incorporates the approved Concept D. The Resolution
will include legislative findings that the amended plan is the product of the Community
Conversations as described above. Upon approval of that Resolution by the Mayor and Council,
the City Attorney and City Manager will direct the Business Services Department to proceed with
contractual commitments to carry out the direction of the Mayor and Council.
Respectfully submitted,

Timothy M. Thomure, P.E.
Interim Assistant City Manager
TT
Parks & Recreation
Attachment A – Community Survey Report
Attachment B – Core Stakeholder Group Report
Attachment C – Dialogue Circles Report
Attachment D – Message from Mayor Romero dated March 3, 2021

ATTACHMENT A

Gene C. Reid Park & Reid Park Zoo
Community Conversation
Community Survey Favorability Report

Executive Summary
This report summarizes the full survey results across multiple demographic segments based on net
favorability, seeking the most neutral outcome, and compares those demographic segments to the
aggregated data. Neutrality was selected as the focal point to align with Mayor Regina Romero's and
the Tucson City Council's vision of finding a win-win solution.
Net favorability and neutrality explained. In the context of net favorability, discussed here, this report
reflects the top three concepts that are the closest to neutral after subtracting the oppose responses
from the favor responses. This may seem counterintuitive, because we frequently look for the "most
favorable" outcome or the "least opposed" outcome. Here we are looking for both by focusing on the
concepts with relatively equal favor and opposition, and therefore neutral to the community. In Chart A
below, dogs got the most "favor" responses, but it also got the most "oppose" responses. Cats got the
next highest number of "favor" responses, but it also got the least "oppose" responses. Birds got the
least "favor" responses" and a high number of "oppose" responses. If we were looking for the most
favorable responses, the outcome would be Dogs, Cats, Birds. If we were looking for the most
opposed responses, the outcome would be Dogs, Birds, Cats. To find the most neutral concept, the
outcome would be Cats, Dogs, Birds.
Chart A:
Favor
Dogs
9
Cats
8
Birds
7

Oppose
11
8
10

Undecided Net Neutral Score
0
-2
4
0
3
-3

Based on this focus, the below charts reflect Concept D as the most net-neutral concept, followed by
Concept C, and Concept B.
Concept D is the most net neutral option in all but three of the analyzed demographics, and shows
up as a top three neutral concept in all but one of the 13 analyzed demographics.
Concept C follows as the next most neutral option, showing up as a top three neutral concept in
nine out of 13 analyzed demographics.
Concept B rounds out the most neutral options, showing up as a top three neutral concept in seven
out of 13 analyzed demographics.
During the survey, the community was provided information on different concepts based on input from
the Core Stakeholder Group, the current Zoo Master Plan for expansion, and City of Tucson staff.
Those concepts are summarized below for easy reference. Full descriptions can be found here.
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*Note: This report is a summary of the data, the full survey results are available here.

Concept Plans
Concept A No Zoo Expansion (<$1M Additional Cost). The Community Conversation was initiated
to seek an acceptable alternative for expansion of the Reid Park Zoo, considering additional
community input and feasibility. If the Zoo is not able to expand, there will be costs related to project
delays and contractual obligations.
Concept B West Zoo Expansion into Reid Park (<$1M Additional Cost). The plan prior to this
Community Conversation was to expand the Zoo to the west, into the area of Barnum Hill/South Duck
Pond. This concept has been designed and a contractor is ready to start work. Anticipate <$1M in
additional costs related to project delays and contractual obligations.
Concept C West Zoo Expansion and Natural Resources Area in Reid Park ($1.5M Additional
Cost). To address some of concerns with Concept B, a natural resources area would be developed in
Reid Park adjacent to the West Zoo Expansion. Design of the natural resources area would begin
immediately in consultation with the Core Stakeholder Group. The area is currently a grass field with
sparse trees, a parking lot, and a fenced baseball practice infield.
Concept D Northwest Zoo Expansion into Reid Park ($3.6M Additional Cost). Concept D is an
alternative location for Zoo expansion, northwest of the Zoo’s existing boundaries into Reid Park. The
additional cost includes a redesign of the Zoo expansion and to address circulation between the
existing Zoo and the northwest expansion area.
Concept E Southwest Zoo Expansion into Reid Park ($8M Additional Cost). Concept E is an
alternative location for the Zoo expansion, southwest of the Zoo. The additional cost is to cover the
redesign of the Zoo expansion, address circulation needs between the existing Zoo and the expansion
area, relocate existing park features (e.g., the Cancer Survivors Plaza), and address the challenges of
rerouting or incorporating Citation Wash.
Concept F East Zoo Expansion into Reid Park/Dell Urich Golf Course ($15M Additional Cost).
Concept F is an alternative location for the Zoo expansion to the east, across Randolph Way, and into
a portion of the Dell Urich Golf Course. The additional cost of $15M is to cover the redesign of the Zoo
expansion, address circulation needs between the existing Zoo and the expansion area across
Randolph Way, redesign and adjust 3-5 holes of the Dell Urich Golf Course, and importing soil material
to raise the area of the Zoo expansion above the elevation of a regional flood control detention basin.
Concept G North Zoo Expansion ($15-25M Additional Cost). This Zoo expansion alternative is
north into the existing Zoo parking lot and the area occupied by the City’s Therapeutic Recreation
building. To offset the loss of existing parking capacity, a new parking garage could be installed to
serve the Edith Ball Adaptive Recreation Center, the Zoo, and the Parks and Recreation department.
Alternately, some Tucson Parks and Recreation Maintenance Operations could be relocated to
accommodate additional surface parking. The additional cost of $15-$25M includes redesigning the
Zoo expansion, relocating the Therapeutic Recreation operation to another building, or constructing a
new building, addressing parking needs, and relocating two large communication towers.
Concept H Relocate Reid Park Zoo (>$100M Additional Cost). Some have suggested relocating the
Zoo out of Reid Park. A conceptual cost estimate is more than $100M, with no new locations identified.

Net Favorability
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Favorability across all demographics is presented stacked for each analyzed demographic. This
presentation makes comparison across the demographics simple. For example, the dark blue section
represents the 13-24-year-old demographic across each concept. The graph reﬂects consistency in
outcomes across all demographics with slight variation in the degree of favorability that does not change
the aggregated outcomes. On the top of each chart, you will see the top three net neutral concepts of that
demographic segment.

Favorability for all
concepts across all
demographics

100
0

Concept D, Concept C,
Concept B

-100
-200

Data Updated last week
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H

-771.9
Demographic in H

Aggregated Favorability

Aggregated Favorability
Concept D, Concept C, Concept B

The aggregated favorability reﬂects all responses
across all demographics. Based oﬀ of the number
of responses compared to the population size,
these outcomes have a 99% conﬁdence level with
a 2% error rate. Meaning, if this survey was
repeated, it is 99% certain that the results would
be the same +/- 2%.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
-70

-60

-50

-40

-69.2
Concept in H

-30

-20

-10

0

The 2% possible variation would minimally aﬀect
the individual Concept results, but not the overall
outcome of the survey.
This data reﬂects the most net neutral concept is
Concept D, followed by Concept C, and the
Concept B.
*Note the 26 point diﬀerence between Concept B
and the next net neutral concept, Concept A.

Demographic Segment Favorability
Presenting favorability by demographic segment provides the opportunity to recognize divergence from
the aggregated data and ﬁnd commonality among the demographic segments. On the top of each chart,
the top three net-neutral concepts for that demographic are identiﬁed.
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Demographics of Special Interest

Inside City
Favorability

Outside City
Favorability

Concept D, Concept C, Concept B

Radius Around Park
Favorability

Concept D, Concept C, Concept B

A
B
C
D
E
F

Concept A, Concept D, Concept G
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E
F
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-40

-30

-20

-10

0

A
B
C
D
E
F
-60

-40

-20

0

20

40

-40

-30

-30.7

-45.7

-20

Concept in F

Concept in F

Concept in F

Showing top 6 of 8 metrics

As the initial ballot measure was
voted on by City residents,
survey responses of the same
demographic are of special
interest.
While the favorability of the
individual Concepts varies
slightly, the overall results are
very consistent with the
aggregated data. Concept D is
the most net-neutral concept,
followed by Concept C, and then
Concept B.

Showing top 6 of 8 metrics

As this is a regional zoo, survey
responses from this
demographic are of special
interest.
Favorability diverged from the
aggregated data signiﬁcantly
with this demographic. Concepts
B, C, and D resulted in netpositive favorability. However,
the most net-neutral concepts
remain consistent with
aggregated and citywide data,
that being Concept D, followed
by Concept C, and then Concept
B.
*Note: this demographic
represents 12% of the
responses, of which less than
2% are out of the state or
country.
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Showing top 6 of 8 metrics

As the residents directly
adjacent to the Park and Zoo are
highly aﬀected, survey
responses from this
demographic are of special
interest.
Favorability diverged from the
aggregated data signiﬁcantly
with this demographic. Concept
A being the most net-neutral
concept, followed by Concept D,
and then Concept G.
*Note: this demographic is
disproportionate to the
population. This area accounts
for 23% of the inside-the-city
population, but 27% of the
responses.
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Ward Boundaries
Favorability varied signiﬁcantly across ward boundaries; each
image below reﬂects the top three net-neutral concepts. Note
that these subsections were determined by ZIP code, and
therefore, there is some overlap between Wards.
Ward 1

Ward 2

Ward 3

Concept D, Concept A, Concept F

Concept C, Concept D, Concept B

Concept D, Concept C, Concept A

←Previous

A

A

A

B

B

B
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0

Validation Demographics
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Hispanic or Latino Favorability
Concept D, Concept C, Concept B

15-24 Year Old Favorability
Concept F, Concept G, Concept A

A

A

B

B
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As this demographic was disproportionate to the
community (underrepresented in the survey
responses), the responses were analyzed
separately from the aggregated responses to
determine if the demographics responses were
aligned with the aggregate responses or
misrepresented by being aggregated.

As this demographic was disproportionate to the
community (underrepresented in the survey
responses), the responses were analyzed
separately from the aggregated responses to
determine if the demographics responses were
aligned with the aggregate responses or
misrepresented by being aggregated.

While the favorability of the individual Concepts
varies, the overall results are consistent with the
aggregated data. Concept D is the most netneutral concept, followed by Concept C, and then
Concept B.

Favorability diverged from the aggregated data
signiﬁcantly with this demographic. Concept F is
the most net-neutral concept, followed by Concept
G, and then Concept A.
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Gene C. Reid Park & Reid
Park Zoo Community
Conversation
Community Survey Demographics Report

Executive Summary
This survey was conducted by random sampling. In random sampling, the number of
responses per demographic is not predetermined, rather each demographic has an
equal opportunity to respond to the survey. Random samples are intended to be an
unbiased representation of the population, but can result in sampling bias if the
number of responses for any one demographic is signiﬁcantly disproportionate to
the community. For example, if women make up 50% of your population and 80% of
your responses, you have a sampling bias favoring women's responses. The
importance of that bias is dependent on the topic. If responses are likely to vary
signiﬁcantly based on gender identity, the bias is important. The bias is less
important, and in some cases irrelevant, if the responses aren't likely to vary based
on gender identity. The larger the sample size (number of responses), the more likely
the outcomes are reﬂective of the entire population (see: Conﬁdence Level and
Margins of Error), despite any sampling bias. For the purposes of this survey,
sampling biases are noted along their potential impact. The data has not been
modiﬁed or adjusted in any way to account for any sampling biases.
Survey demographics were compared to the community across multiple segments:
Gender
Age
Race/Ethnicity
Demographics were also collected on education levels, household income,
employment status, and home ownership. These demographics were not compared
to the community, as the 2018 community data is not current enough to add value to
the analysis in these areas.
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Saturation is achieved when outcomes don't change despite receiving more
responses. Consistent review of the survey responses reﬂected saturation was
achieved around day 10 of the survey. At that point, survey demographics were
generally proportionate to the community. Over the ﬁnal days of the survey, the
responses for the demographic "Radius around Park" became disproportionate to
the community, and the individual results began to change measurably. More
information is included for each demographic below.

Percent of Responses by Demographic Analyzed
This chart reﬂects the percent of the responses for each demographic.
Aggregated - all of the responses
Inside City - as a percentage of Aggregated
Radius Around Park - as a percentage of Inside City
Outside City - as a percentage of Aggregated
Wards 1-6 - as a percentage of Inside City (note: there is overlap in ZIP codes, so
these won't add up to 100%)
Hispanic or Latino & 15-24-year-olds - as a percentage of Aggregated

Data Updated last week

A. Aggregated
B. Inside City
C. Radius Aroun...
D. Outside City
E. Ward 1
F. Ward 2
G. Ward 3
H. Ward 4
I. Ward 5
J. Ward 6
K. Hispanic or ...
L. 15-24 Years Old
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

6.26%
Demographic in L. 15-24 Years Old

Aggregated
When compared to the community, the aggregated data reﬂects the demographics
for the respondents were generally proportionate to the community demographics.
Signiﬁcant variation was identiﬁed in certain segments of gender, age, and
race/ethnicity.
Gender - the demographic for gender identity is signiﬁcantly disproportionate to
the community. In review of responses for female responses compared to male
responses, there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in their favorability. This sampling
bias has no impact on the outcomes.
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Age - the demographic for age is signiﬁcantly disproportionate to the community
in the segments of 15-24 years old, 35-44 years old, and 65-74 years old.
Responses from 15-24 years old varied signiﬁcantly from the aggregated data and
may result in marginalization of the demographic. The outcomes for this
demographic are provided independently of the aggregated data to ensure
representation in the outcomes. Responses from 35-44 and 65-74 did not vary
signiﬁcantly from the aggregated data. This sampling bias has no impact on the
outcomes.
Race/Ethnicity - the demographic for Race/Ethnicity is disproportionate to the
community in the segments of Hispanic/Latino and Black/African American. The
responses from Hispanic/Latino do not vary signiﬁcantly from the aggregated
data, implying that this sampling bias has not impact on the outcome. However,
because of the magnitude of the diﬀerence in proportion to the community, this
demographics responses are provided independently of the aggregated data to
ensure representation in the outcomes. Responses from the demographic
Black/African American did not vary signiﬁcantly from the aggregated data. This
sampling bias has no impact on the outcomes.

Aggregated - Gender Identity

Aggregated - Age

Aggregated - Race/Ethnicity

A. Commu...

A. Commu...

A. Commu...

B. Aggre...

B. Aggre...

B. Aggre...
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0%

20%

40%

60%

80% 100%

0%

50%

100%

99.89%

99.89%

106.81%

Category in B. Aggregated

Category in B. Aggregated

Category in B. Aggregated

150%

Inside City
As the initial ballot measure was voted on by City residents, survey responses of the
same demographic are of special interest.This segment was determined by the
response to "ZIP code." This segment shows no divergence from the aggregated
data in relation to demographic make-up.
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Inside City - Gender Identity

Inside City - Age

Inside City - Race/Ethnicity
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Category in C. Inside City

Category in C. Inside City

Category in C. Inside City

150%

Radius Around Park
As the residents directly adjacent to the Park and Zoo are highly aﬀected, survey
responses from this demographic are of special interest. This segment was
determined by zip code, only responses from 85711, 85713, or 85716 were included.
This segment shows no divergence from the aggregated data in relation to
demographic make-up.

Radius Around Park - Gender Identity

Radius Around Park - Age

Radius Around Park - Race/Ethnicity
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Category in D. Radius Aroun...
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Category in D. Radius Aroun...

150%

Outside City
As this is a regional zoo, survey responses from this demographic are of special
interest. This segment was determined by ZIP code. This segment increases the
magnitude of the disproportion for the demographics 35-44 years old and
Hispanic/Latino. Responses from Outside City varied signiﬁcantly from the
aggregated data. Outside the City is a relatively small proportion of responses (12%)
and, as such, the impact is minimal. However, the outcomes for this demographic are
provided independently of the aggregated data to ensure possible impact is clearly
noted.
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Outside City - Gender Identity

Outside City - Age

Outside City - Race/Ethnicity
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Ward 1-6 Boundaries
As the initial ballot measure was voted on by City
residents, breakdown by Ward boundaries is of
special interest. This segment was determined by
the response to "ZIP code." The Ward
demographics are relatively consistent in the
demographics of gender identity and age. They
diverge most signiﬁcantly around the demographic
of Hispanic/Latino. The outcomes for each Ward are
provided independently of the aggregated data.

←

Ward 1 - Gender Identity

Ward 1 - Age

Ward 1 - Race/Ethnicity
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Disproportionate Demographics
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Hispanic/Latino & 15-24 Years Old
The demographics of these segments are consistent
to the aggregated data, with the exception of
Hispanic/Latino being overrepresented in 15-24
years old, instead of underrepresented and White
being underrepresented, as both compare to the
community. The outcomes for each segment are
provided independently of the aggregated data.

←

Hispanic/Latino - Gender Identity

Hispanic/Latino - Age

15-24 yo - Gender Identity
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Gene C. Reid Park & Reid
Park Zoo Community
Conversation
Community Engagement Report

Community Survey Results
Executive Summary
The Gene C. Reid and Reid Park Zoo Expansion survey was open for 13 days and
received more survey responses than any City survey to date. The survey was
oﬀered in English and Spanish and advertised to the community in multiple ways,
including: City website, news releases, NewsNet, survey platform registered users,
social media, intercept surveys, postcard, and ﬂyers.
By the numbers:
18765 total engagements
14014 total responses
700 hours of public comment (at 3 minutes/response)
75% completion rate
Review of the responses, the demographics, and the community reﬂect that this was
a robust and statistically valid survey, with few outliers. Respondent demographics
were compared to the demographics of the City of Tucson from summary data
provided in the 2018 American Community Survey (ACS) for Tucson, Arizona
conducted by the US Census Bureau.
By the numbers:
99% Conﬁdence Level
2% Margin of Error

Conﬁdence Level & Margin of Error Explained. Based on the number of responses as
compared to the population, a conﬁdence level indicates the certainty that the
April 23, 2021
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survey outcome would be the same if the survey were repeated. The error rate
indicates the margin within which the outcome might vary. For example if a survey
outcome was "80% of people prefer dogs over cats," a 99% conﬁdence & 2% margin
of error says that, if repeated, the outcome is 99% certain to be between 78%-82%
(+/-2% of 80%) of people who prefer dogs over cats.
In addition to statistical validity, the demographics of the survey were compared to
the community to determine if the respondents are reﬂective the Tucson community.
Net Favorability across demographics. In her letter to the community, Mayor
Regina Romero focused on engaging the community to ﬁnd a solution that is winwin. With that focus, Concept D is the most neutral option across the majority of
demographics.
Language Access. This survey was oﬀered in English and in Spanish. There were
52 responses to the Spanish survey (152 total engagements; 34% completion rate).
On the English survey, 22 respondents identiﬁed their primary language as one
other than English (16 Spanish, 6 other), but opted to complete the survey in English.
All responses have been aggregated for this report.

Note: The United States Census Bureau estimated that, in 2019, 21.1% of the Tucson
population spoke Spanish, of which 68.6% spoke English very well and 31.4% spoke
English less than very well. The data also reﬂects that, in 2019, 91.3% of households
in Tucson had a computer in their home and 83.5% had a broadband connection.
For the Hispanic/Latino demographic speciﬁcally, broadband internet access
increases to 88.4%. Pew Research indicates that, in 2021, 100% of the
Hispanic/Latino demographic in the United States owns a cell phone, and 85% owns
a smart phone. This data suggests that survey accessibility was not a barrier to the
Hispanic/Latino demographic.

April 23, 2021

Survey Demographics

Report

To ensure equity in the process and
representation of the Tucson
community, respondent demographics
were collected across multiple areas.
Demographics were compared to the
City of Tucson population demographics
by age, race/ethnicity, and gender
identity. If any demographic was found
to be disproportionate to the community,
for example females make up 50% of
the community but 70% of the
responses, that demographic was

The survey asked for respondents to
indicate their position on eight concepts
on a five-point scale of favorability from
"1 - Strongly Oppose" to "5- Strongly
Favor," with a neutral option of "3 Undecided."
Results are presented in the form of
"net favorability." The net score is
calculated by subtracting the total
number of favor responses ("somewhat
favor" and "strongly favor") from the
t t l
b
f th
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analyzed for impact and results are
reported based on the analysis.
Age. Demographics were collected
across 10 age categories. Age
demographics were generally
representative of the community, with
four categories being disproportionate
to the community, two categories
overrepresented and two
underrepresented.
Race/Ethnicity. Demographics were
collected across eight categories.
Race/Ethnicity demographics were
generally representative of the
community, with three categories being
disproportionate to the community, one
category overrepresented, and two
underrepresented.
Gender Identity. Demographics were
collected across eight categories. To
compare to the community this data
was aggregated to three categories.
These results were disproportionate to
the community, one overrepresented
and one underrepresented.
Click on the link above to dig into the
survey demographics and how they
compare to the City's demographics.

total number of the oppose responses
("somewhat oppose" and "strongly
oppose"). The closer to "zero" a
Concept's net score is, the more neutral
that Concept is in the community.
Favorability is presented across three
categories. All responses, subgroups of
special interest, and validation groups
based on demographics
disproportionate to the community.
All responses
Aggregated. All of the responses for
the survey.
Special interest
Inside City. By ZIP code, only
responses that are from inside the
city limits.
Radius Around Park. By ZIP code,
only responses from 85711, 85713,
or 85716 were selected.
Outside City. By ZIP code, only
responses from outside the city limits.
Ward boundaries. By ZIP code, only
responses from within the boundaries
of the Ward offices. Because ZIP
codes overlap in Wards, these won't
add up to 100% of the responses.
Validation based on disproportionate
demographics
Hispanic or Latino. By demographic
selection, only responses where
"Hispanic or Latino" was selected.
15-24 years old. By demographic
selection, only responses where "1519" or "20-24" were selected.
Click on the link above to dig into the
survey results.

Powered by OpenGov
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ATTACHMENT B

Core Stakeholder Group (CSG)
Agenda
1. Recap community engagement process and
outcomes
2. Review the CSG’s deliberation process and
consensus outcomes
3. Next steps, and future hopes

ourfamilyservices.org/center | (520) 323‐1708
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Gene C. Reid Park and Reid Park Zoo Expansion Community Conversation
Core Stakeholder Group Meetings

The Core Stakeholder Group (CSG) was formed following direction from the March 9, 2021 Mayor & Council motion. The
categories of the Core Stakeholder Group adhere to the specific language of this motion. There is one member representative
for each stakeholder category, except Save the Heart which has two members. Other ogranizations represented are Ward 5 &
6, the City of Tucson Parks & Recreation Department, Reid Park Zoo Operations and Reid Park Zoological Society and
neighborhoods directly adjacent to the park. The Center for Community Dialogue & Training was selected to provide neutral
facilitation using a consensus-based dialogue process.

Meeting Number

CSG Meeting #1
CSG Meeting #2
Dialogue Circles
CSG Meeting #3
Survey Report Meeting
CSG Meeting #4
CSG Meeting #5
CSG Meeting #6
Final CSG Meeting

Meeting Date

27-Mar-21
7-Apr-21
10-Apr-21
13-Apr-21
16-Apr-21
16-Apr-21
17-Apr-21
19-Apr-21
21-Apr-21

Time

1pm-3pm
6:30pm - 9pm
1pm - 4:30pm
6pm - 9pm
9:30am - 11:30am
4pm - 7pm
9am - 5pm
5:30pm - 9:30pm
5:30pm - 7:30pm

Attendees

Entire CSG attended
1 absent
Entire CSG attended
1 absent
2 absent
1 absent
Entire CSG attended
Entire CSG attended

Total Hours

2 hours
2.5 hours
3.5 hours
3.0 hours
2 hours
3 hours
7 hours
4 hours
2.0 hours
29 hours

Work in Progress - 4.20.21

LEVELS OF CONSENSUS
1.

I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal.

2.

I find this proposal perfectly acceptable. It is the best
of the real options we have available to us.

3.

I can live with this proposal.

4.

I do not like this proposal but I will stand aside and not
block it.

5.

I do not agree with this proposal and block it from
moving forward.
ourfamilyservices.org/center | (520) 323‐1708
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Consensus Question
What solutions for Reid Park protect Tucson’s need for free, accessible
open space and enhance a quality zoo for the region, in consideration of:
(a) ensuring equitable and inclusive access for park users and city
residents
(b) mitigating climate change through reducing hardscape, protecting and
nurturing old growth trees and canopy, creating and maintaining
waterscapes, etc.
(c) balancing fiscal responsibility/taxpayer impact with community value
(d) supporting zoo conservation, education, and entertainment
(e) providing for open and transparent input from all stakeholders in
future planning for the park and entities within
(f) preserving public trust in leadership and bonding
(g) protecting surrounding neighborhoods for negative impacts from the
operation of the zoo?
ourfamilyservices.org/center | (520) 323‐1708
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Core Stakeholder Group
Consensus Statement
We worked hard and in good faith. We reached consensus on this question
and used it to guide our deliberations: [Insert Consensus Question here]
We are forwarding a poll taken by CSG on April 17 in which members
indicated their level of support for each concept.
Based on the poll results, we looked at three concepts that had the least
amount of opposition (A, D, G) and focused discussion on D and G
We discussed the pros and cons of D & G, and the level to which they met
the criteria in the consensus question. We forward those deliberations in
hopes they may be of use to Mayor and Council.
We could not reach consensus on a concept that we all agreed met all the
criteria in the consensus question.
ourfamilyservices.org/center | (520) 323‐1708
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Concept C: West Zoo expansion
(current design) plus a natural
resources area to the northwest,
to be planned with community
Concept D: Northwest Zoo
input
expansion into Reid Park

Concept A: No Zoo expansion

Concept B: West Zoo
expansion into Reid Park at
Barnum Hill and the South
Pond (current design)

3
2
1
5
1
3
4
3
5
4
3
2
5
5
1
1
3

5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
3 = I can live with this proposal
2=
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 4 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 4 =
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t blo4 =
2 = I find this proposal perfectly acceptabl 1 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 4 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
1 = I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this propo1 =
1 = I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this propo1 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =
5 = I block this proposal from moving forw 5 =

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I
I
I
I
I
I

can live with this proposal
find this proposal perfectly acceptable
give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
block this proposal from moving forward
give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
can live with this proposal
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I can live with this proposal
I block this proposal from moving forward
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I can live with this proposal
I find this proposal perfectly acceptable
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I can live with this proposal

I
I
I
I
I

block this proposal from moving forward
block this proposal from moving forward
block this proposal from moving forward
find this proposal perfectly acceptable
block this proposal from moving forward
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward

1 = I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
3 = I can live with this proposal
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
2 = I find this proposal perfectly acceptable
2 = I find this proposal perfectly acceptable
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
3 = I can live with this proposal
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
1 = I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal

Concept E: Southwest Zoo
expansion into Reid Park

Concept G: North Zoo expansion
Concept F: East Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out
into Dell Urich Golf Course
and Therapeutic Rec Center
of Reid Park

3 = I can live with this proposal
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block
3 = I can live with this proposal

5=
5=
4=
5=
5=
3=
5=
4=
5=
5=
5=
4=
5=
5=
5=
4=
2=

it
it
it
it
it

it

I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
block this proposal from moving forward
block this proposal from moving forward
can live with this proposal
block this proposal from moving forward
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I find this proposal perfectly acceptable

I
I
I
I

4=
1=
1=
4=
1=
3=
2=
2=
5=
3=
1=
1=
5=
5=
4=
3=
4=

I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I can live with this proposal
I find this proposal perfectly acceptable
I find this proposal perfectly acceptable
I block this proposal from moving forward
I can live with this proposal
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
I block this proposal from moving forward
I block this proposal from moving forward
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
I can live with this proposal
I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it

3 = I can live with this proposal
3 = I can live with this proposal
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
1 = I give an unqualified ‘yes’ to this proposal
3 = I can live with this proposal
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
4 = I don’t like the proposal but I won’t block it
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward
3 = I can live with this proposal
2 = I find this proposal perfectly acceptable
5 = I block this proposal from moving forward

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

1=4

1=2

1=3

1=2

1=0

1=0

1=5

1=1

2=2

2=1

2=1

2=2

2=0

2=1

2=2

2=1

3=5

3=1

3=0

3=2

3=2

3=1

3=3

3=4

4=2

4=1

4=4

4=7

4=6

4=4

4=4

4=5

5=4

5 = 12

5=9

5=4

5=9

5 = 11

5=3

5=6

D & G Pro/Con Statements
Word Document

Pros and Cons of Concepts D and G
After discussions in their small group and with the entire group, CSG members opposed to
Concept D made the following report:
Opposition to Concept D because:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It meets only one of the values of the Consensus Question
It takes existing green open space
Removes mature trees that should remain
Major change in the park without sufficient time for a Reid Park master plan that has
input from neighboring areas
5. Interferes with free access to retention pond and playground
Support of Concept G because:
1. It meets all of the values of the Consensus Question:
2. It’s on hardscape not green open space
3. Keeps existing park intact
4. Preserves old growth trees
5. Allows Zoo to expand
6. Can be less expensive by leasing TRC through TUSD and elimination of the parking
garage
7. Meets the values expressed in community conversation (dialogue circles-4.10.21)
8. Least impacts the flow through Reid Park (parking, people, environment)

After discussions in their small group and with the entire group, CSG members opposed to
Concept G made the following report:
Group would not accept Concept G alone as the proposal to Mayor and Council. This group is
opposed to Concept A.
What could make Concept G something we could support?
1. Find secure, timely funding that is fiscally responsible
2. Expedite the process for funding, zoo redesign, and begin construction all within 2 years
3. Expand surface parking into existing hardscape (e.g. move maintenance yard to a
secure location)
4. Funding for a new dedicated parks maintenance yard that properly accommodates
functional needs
5. Solution for how to handle bus drop-offs to the zoo and revise front entry of zoo using
taxpayer dollars effectively
6. Capital costs must be reduced. Could be through considerations such as:
a. Lease of space that would not reduce or limit Therapeutic Rec activity and future
expansion potential.
b. Examine whether or not the communications towers are actually required
7. Reid Park Master Plan completed within 12 months with robust public participation.
8. No net loss of open free accessible green space.
We have strong reservations about Concept G as listed below:
Impediments:

1. Opposed in the public survey by 2:1
2. Complexity of making it all work
3. Not cost effective
a. Parking garage cost
4. Time consuming
5. Funding may not come through
6. Communications towers
7. How do you work the entry? 1.5 million put into new entrance perhaps for naught
This group favored Concept D for the following reasons:
1. Allows ways to minimize the green space taken and maximize the hardscape taken. No
net loss of open free accessible green space.
2. It is the least expensive of the alternate locations that is not B or C,
3. It leaves Barnum Hill and the duck pond intact,
4. It honors the results of the survey and is the quickest path to design and construction
This group supports all of the benefits listed on Option D in the survey. We think it would be an
interesting idea to include the existing maintenance yard for green space, but there is a cost
associated with that and that should be considered.
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CELEBRATING DIVERSITY
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Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/center

CIRCLES INFORMATION
Dialogue Circles Process
Led by the Center for Community Dialogue & Training and Community Dialogue Facilitators, dialogue
circles were held via Zoom online platform from 1:55pm-3:55pm on Saturday, April 10, 2021. Using a
talking piece, participants spoke one by one in a safe, civil and respectful format that encouraged
thoughtful exploration of experiences and values on Gene C. Reid Park & Reid Park Zoo. Circle
participants engaged in connection and conversation following the Objective, Reflective, Interpretive,
Decision (ORID) method of questions. The process involving a moderate consensus task that was
asked of all participants to come up with a consensus recommendation and a decision that would
46
represent the best feasible course of action for their group.
**Note not all groups came to consensus during this event.

Questions for rounds (scribed rounds in red font following the question)
Round 1: Opening round. Please tell us your name, the group you’re representing, and a
25
memory you have of Reid Park and Reid Park Zoo
Round 2: As you think about the future of Reid Park and the Reid Park Zoo, what hopes and
fears come up for you? (Hopes & Fears listed) (SCRIBED)
Round 3: What positive features do you like about one or more Concepts? (SCRIBED)
Round 4: Follow up to previous round. Clarification. (SCRIBED)
Round 5: Free dialogue round.
Round 6: Based on all you’ve heard, what one to three positive features do you think are
most important to be considered in any future changes to Reid Park and the Reid Park Zoo?
Up to three positive features you want considered when the Mayor and Council decide on
future changes to the Park and Zoo. You may list up to 3. (SCRIBED)
Round 7: First you will each choose your top 4 positive features from this list and we will
record your choices. Then we will look at your choices in order of preference, and seek
agreement on the three or four our Circle wants to recommend. Tally results. (SCRIBED)
Round 8: Craft recommendation. Group discussion to ran the top three to four
recommendations. Consensus, yes or no. Each participant is asked if they agree with final
recommendations. (SCRIBED)
Round 9: Closing Circle.
Each group was asked to identify the following:
Consensus "YES" or "NO" will be listed for each break out room
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
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Dialogue Circles
Opening & closing rounds
Nine rounds of questions. You will see scribed rounds in this document
Thirteen circles held. Twelve with two facilitators. One with solo facilitator.

3

EIGHT CONCEPTS INTRODUCED
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
Concept B: West Zoo expansion into Reid Park at Barnum
Hill and the South Pond (current design)
46

Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design) plus a
natural resources area to the northwest, to be planned with
community input
Concept D: Northwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park
25

Concept E: Southwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park
Concept F: East Zoo expansion into Dell Urich Golf Course
Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo
parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center

Concept I: Any other comments from group not mentioned
above
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Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park

4

CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #1

Hopes
Zoo can maintain the excellence it has
had all along
Animals are healthy and have all they
need
There is a continued value for open and
46
shaded spaces as well as water, as this
brings birds and wildlife to enjoy
More use of Reid Park by families postCOVID,
Barnum Hill is off the table as an option
for expansion - we need the open spaces
and old growth trees in the post-Covid
world
Climate point of view considering the
extreme heat in Tucson
25

(pg 1 of 2)

Fears
Will expand too much into Reid Park and
the park will be eliminated, which will
affect people’s health
The free resources provided by the park
will no longer be, and cost will be
prohibitive
Lack of transparency
Air space above/noise pollution will harm
zoo animals
Will parking be addressed.
There need to be consequences for lack
of miscommunication by the zoo
The zoo might get in its own way and
expansion will become excessive

Concept A: No Zoo expansion (1 vote)
1. ~Due to lack of transparency, expansion should wait until there is more information and
more understanding of what is being proposed.
Concept B: West Zoo expansion into Reid Park at Barnum Hill and the South Pond
(current design) (1 vote)
1. `520,000 people come to the zoo each year, not just Barnum Hill

Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec
Center
(4 votes)
1. `We save Barnum Hill, though do lose some of the paved part of Reid Park, and the
expansion of the zoo is convenient and a win/win.
2. `This option does not take away any green space.
3. `Affects zero existing green space.
4. `Respectful to all the people it will affect.
**All other concepts, no votes, no comments
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Concept D: Northwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park (0 votes, 1 comment)
1. ~A lot of the area has already been taken, and this option will not take more.

5

CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #1

(pg 2 of 2)

This group reports that "YES" consensus was reached
Top Positive Features Recommendations

46 opportunity for a 50-year consensus master plan(s) for the Zoo, City, and Reid
1. More
Park that is clearly and transparently communicated between the Zoo and the Tucson
community, including benefits such as free admission days as well as any future plans
for expansion.
2. Opportunity for the City to commit to the preservation and expansion of green areas to
mitigate the heat in Tucson; valuing open space and tree canopy; maintaining the park
effectively; accessibility of free shady/green space in an area of size that is the same or
greater than what we have now, that is consistent with the City’s plans to address
climate change.
25

3. Increased accessibility to the park and the zoo, creating and maintaining existing riparian
areas in the park that are free, so that people can access in order to benefit their mental

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

and physical health. This will create an opportunity to re-define “stakeholder”.
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
(pg 1 of 4)

Hopes
Fears
Will be able to keep green space and see
Will continue to lose park space. Need more
MORE green space. Would like to have more
green space here in Tucson especially with
outdoor gathering spaces but this is hard
climate change. Need to elevate the
because of the desert. More green spaces in
importance of nature, green spaces, and tree
the park would help mitigate the effects of
companies.
climate change.
Loss of historic aspects and features. Barnum
46 historic places with change.
Balance
Hill and pond are part of historic aspects.
New and improved nature area to be added to
Whether we realize it or not, Reid Park has
the park beyond what we have.
historical value - all parts of Reid Park show
Hope we can annex the Golf Course to the
historic value. So many generations have a
East, not for the Zoo.
connection to this place - tradition to take
Keep this as community gathering point for
children and green children. Historic
groups to share.
landscapes are necessary. If there is too
Keep the Zoo there, but no expansion.
much change in community you lose your
Find a consensus where we could have an
sense of place and sense of fitting in, and
expanded zoo and a community and
having connection to a place & to people
25
educational resource for children in
Losing historic places, neighborhoods.
community as well as to have the park.
Barnum Hill and Duck pond is another historic
Honor people who live South of the park and
place on the chopping block. Fear this will
give them a voice.
become a green field and concrete lake that
Keep the Reid Park as a resource for
doesn’t hold up wildlife features.
Tucsonans.
More private enterprises swallowing up public
Reid Park Zoo will be able to serve more
spaces. Most of Reid Park has been taken up
people and be more accessible.
by private institutions. Social justice issue →
Zoo will be a green canopy in addition to the
public spaces.
park. Zoo area is 10 degrees cooler.
Negative effects to animals, like the migratory
Wildlife growth in the Zoo in addition to the
birds.
Zoo’s animals. And this will be continued,
Mariachi was moved out of town to Casino
That will find a consensus that will work.
Del Sol - efficient, but does not have the Heart
Find a balance. That parks get improvements.
of Tucson. Groups that share the park will no
More trees are planted.
longer have it.
57 trees will be removed, 100 added for a net
That we get bogged down and won’t be able
gain of about ⅓ more trees.
to make a decision.
That we won’t be able to bring this new
resource to the zoo and to the children.
Connects people not only to animals but to
other cultures.
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
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Dialogue Circle #2
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #2

(pg 2 of 4)

Fears (continued)
That will continue with an unhealthy pond.
Lose opportunity for education.
Large park space utilized by poor, Spanish speaking, people of color will no longer be available.
Big social justice issue - loss of free space to get married, a place that is not behind a paywall,
and a place that people visit every day.
Public land will become private. Loss of public trust.
46
157 trees lost.Giant urban island.
Environment issues and animal issues.
That the park will not be maintained and kept up. The bridge across Citation Wash.
Natural habitat for humans, plants, animals being destroyed and replaced by concrete.
Heat index issue - 3rd fastest for temperature growth.
Enclose bandshell area?
Concepts in this group only received comments, no tally
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. My preference.
2. Honors
25 intentions of tax payers - for capital improvements at the zoo, nowhere in the preposition who.
Current footprint and no expansion. Honors idea of public space remaining public space and not
rebranding it as private. Stays within footprint.
3. What the voters of Tucson thought they were voting for and we have to honor people of Tucson who pay
taxes. Tax dollars spent improving public spaces of park. Honors the voters. Positive for animals.

Concept B: West Zoo expansion into Reid Park at Barnum Hill and the South Pond (current
design)
1. If nature area isn’t desired, good flow to move zoo.

1. Exciting. Brings new features with Pathway to Asia as designed and a great nature area with 250 trees
added and a hill and a pond. Places to build new memories. Opportunities for conservation education,
water harvesting and education about animals in the area. Set up with a nice area. Pavilion for
quinceaneras and other parties.
2. Best of both worlds. Allows for amazing new Pathway to Asia and creates a new and better Barnum Hill
and pond area. Will be ADA accessible. Allow for more trees and more canopy. Long term best solution.
Honors the vote. Enhancement of public space. Leaves a large area in park for walking. Allows for new
trees to be planted and will create a beautiful canopy. Will be cleaned up, maintained, and people will
use more.
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Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design) plus a natural resources area to the
northwest, to be planned with community input
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #2

(pg 3 of 4)

Concept F: East Zoo expansion into Dell Urich Golf Course
1. Does not take any of the free space enjoyed by communities in the park west of the Zoo.
2. Doesn’t go into the park. How much is the golf course used and what are the benefits to the
city.
Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec
Center
1. Does not take any of the free space enjoyed by communities in the park west of the Zoo.
46
Ripping up hardscape and turn into more green and trees in that area.
2. Logical expansion. Taking over hardscape of parking lot. Future of Tucson is more shuttles
and people not just driving everywhere. Leaves everyone else’s turf alone - golf course,
Barnum Hill. Compromise. Will check the zoo for the future in how much they can grow in the
future.
3. Good compromise based on what I am hearing from everyone else in the group, not
necessarily everyone, but more like a compromise. Allows zoo to do what it wanted to do. No
loss of zoo space. Expansion of green space.
4. Takes parking area away. Less invasive.
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
25
1. Zoo gets to do what it wants and is in line with the city’s urban resiliency goals for
placemaking and conservation concerns.. Keep and preserve a heritage site - Barnum Hill.
Compromise. ASDM - possible location area for a satellite location in the future. Preserves
goals of the city.

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

**All other concepts, no votes, no comments
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #2

(pg 4 of 4)

Top Positive Features
1. All entities, golf course, zoo, and Reid park to be respected in their turf issues. (4 votes)
2. Less concrete and hardscape.
3. Social justice - making sure people are not marginalized - low socio-economic status, Spanish
speakers. (5 votes)
4. Long term environmental impacts of preserving eco systems. (3 votes)
5. More green space. (2 votes)
46
6. Heat index. (1 vote)
7. Increased accessibility.
8. Preserve Barnum Hill who bought the land and gave it to the people. Citizens’ initiative.
9. Barnum Hill is where the public can interact with wildlife without having to pay.
10. Maintain free public space. (3 votes)
11. Allowing zoo to expand freely elsewhere.
12. New features for zoo that the public are excited to happen. (1 vote)
13. Diverse users of park to be considered. (2 votes)
15. Health and quality features and keeping up maintenance. (1 vote)
16. Feasibility in terms of economic and honoring the voter.
25
17. Zoo can expand within its own turf if it goes into parking lot. (2 votes)
18. Honoring concerns of voters as represented in original language. (3 votes)
19. Preserve current green space for wildlife. (2 votes)

This group reports that "NO" consensus was reached

1. All entities, golf course, zoo, and Reid Park to be respected in their turf issues. (the Zoo
would expand within its own parking lot).
2. Social justice by maintaining free public space- making sure people are not marginalized low socio-economic status, Spanish speakers.
3. Honoring concerns of voters as represented in original language and preserve ecosystems
and ensure long term environment protection.
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Top Positive Features Recommendation
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #3

(pg 1 of 2)

Hopes
Fears
Continue to have large, open, accesible green
Is there room for another expansion if this moves
space with shade, water, public health implications
forward? is this endless expansion?
when these aren't accessible
Conversations aren't inclusive of neighborhood
Tucson continues to be vibrant, takes care of wild
Social determinants of health are not considered,
washes, waterways, hope park gets connected to
marginalized
the Loop
Taking away public spaces
Maintain and expand green space, can be used to
Dwindling of free, green space, cutting mature
46
educate
trees, which mitigates heat
Zoo remains or takes minimal green space away
Class distinction creates need for low cost
or relocate
activities and venue like the park, zoo and golf
Make activities accessible or free
course are not affordable for all of the community,
Park offers FREE space for all of the community to
including nearby neighborhood
“be”
The City won’t hear input
Finds safer space for animals
Take free space away from community, create
Park will remain and become a “great, iconic park”
space that will need to be paid for
the community needs
Plans aren’t inclusive of a “great, iconic park” the
One of the golf courses should be converted to
community needs
open, free green space?
Master plan for park has not been seen or shared
25
An update on Reid Park Master Plan including
None of the plans shared accommodations or
ADA improvements
sensitivities for people with disabilities
More discussion around what is necessary to fulfill
the needs of the community; is a world class Zoo
what the community needs?
Zoo is utilized by tourists more than locals
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. Revenue incoming, not spent on capital improvements, buys Zoo time to accumulate funds
2. Would go back to the drawing board
3. Focus improvements within the Zoo in current space

Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
1. Not perfect yet options
2. Converts parking spaces into better utilized space, likes idea of expanding into golf course
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
1. Not possible to have world class Zoo in Reid Park
**All other concepts, no votes, no comments
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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Concept F: East Zoo expansion into Dell Urich Golf Course
1. Not perfect yet options that might work
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #3

(pg 2 of 2)

Top Positive Features
1. The plan should add to and improve the community (0 votes)
2. Maintain and preserve as much space open, accessible, and free to the public; beautiful green
space, big trees, shade, water features, in accordance to a master plan to create an iconic park
(8 votes)
3. To pay for something that has been free is antithetical to Equity and inclusion; should increase
free space instead of decrease; Financial and physical accessibility for everyone (7 votes)
46
4. Expand park into Zoo and golf courses, move Zoo to other area more conducive to animals; if
world class Zoo is desired, it should move to other larger spaces; provide transportation if
moves outside of City (8 votes)
5. Park has served as a cultural center for community; important for City to reach out to the
community (7 votes)
6. City will hear and consider input from the community (1 vote)
7. Indigenous and drought resistant vegetation should be a focus to conserve water and mitigate
heat by providing shade (3 votes)
8. Transparency around fiscal reporting (8 votes)

25

This group reports that "YES" consensus was reached

1. Maintain and preserve as much space open, accessible, and free to the public; beautiful
green space, big trees, shade, water features, in accordance to a master plan to create an
iconic park
2. Value highly Equity and inclusion, financial and physical accessibility for everyone, including
people with disabilities to improve quality of life, health benefits
3. Create a world class Zoo more conducive to animals in another location; expand park into
existing Zoo and golf courses footprint, it should move to other larger spaces; provide
community transportation if moves outside of City
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Top Positive Features Recommendation
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #4

(pg 1 of 2)

Hopes
Fears
That we can continue in the same conservation
It is not going to work out as I hoped. If the city
efforts that are currently in place and it will be a
changes course a lot of money will be lost
central part of the community
Even if the zoo is able to expand this time it will
That we can find consensus to expand the zoo and
need to expand again in the future to become a
at the same time we can have improvements to the
world class zoo.
park with more green space and more quiet and
The park will continue to diminish as the zoo
shady areas
expands.
46we can see the zoo expand
I hope
To see the park remain in tact. To see the flow of
Reid park without the zoo.
The zoom can expand but not in the direction in
this treasured part of Reid Park - not destroy duck
pond and ___ hill. That it can expand in a different
area.
The entire park can be developed and kept safe
and clean -- that it all be made beautiful with
natural plantings. Would like to see the entire area
lovely and invested in.
25is still growth for the zoom without taking
There
away from the beauty of the park.
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. I think the park needs a master plan

Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design) plus a natural resources area to the northwest,
to be planned with community input
1. It explicitly talks about improving the rest of the park with intentional design with native plants..
2. A no brainer - you get the zoo expansion without taking backward steps but you get a replacement
area that is nice and new.
3. It is a win/win - we don’t go backwards and invest a lot of money in new master plan design and the
park users get a new part of the park that is useable. This goes forward.
4. Collaboration with residents to create a new feature in the park.
Concept D: Northwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park
1. Would allow a contiguous zoo experience with least impact on audiences.
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Concept B: West Zoo expansion into Reid Park at Barnum Hill and the South Pond (current
design)
1. There is already a lot of money invested and don’t want to see a waste of money and it would allow
the zoo to not lose some relationships that would have long term impact.
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #4

(pg 2 of 2)

Concept E: Southwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park
1. It is tucked away in one corner away from the park.
Concept F: East Zoo expansion into Dell Urich Golf Course
1. It doesn’t seem like it will impact the park in the future.
Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
1. There is no way that it can filter into different parts of the park
2. It is contiguous with the zoo but takes up territory that is now parking and does not destroy the
46 parts of the park.
beloved
3. Therapeutic center could be built somewhere else without taking away from the rest of the park.
**All other concepts, no votes, no comment.

This group reports that "YES" consensus was reached
Top Positive Features Recommendation
1. Access to people of all income levels. The park is free and maybe even improve the
availability of the zoo to those who now can not afford it.
2. A master plan for Reid Park is needed regardless of options selected.
3. The entire space needs to be well designed from a landscape architectural point of view,
beautiful and aesthetic, adding native plants; create a highly useable, functional, natural
space.
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
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Top Positive Features
1. A master plan is needed regardless of options selected. (3 votes)
2. Keep integrity of zoo and what it provides to community. (2 votes)
3. The entire space needs to be well designed from a landscape architectural point of view,
beautiful and aesthetic, uses native plants, highly useable, functional, natural space. (1 vote)
4. A Continuous park that would serve as largest park in city. (1 vote)
25
5. reusing parking lots allows for reducing tarred over space and increasing green space.
6. Don’t slight the users in the neighborhoods who use this space daily - honor the opinions of the
neighborhoods. (1 vote)
7. Revamped park that includes native plants and trees so more people can enjoy it. (1 vote)
8. Expand the zoo as in option B that will benefit generations to come with more endangered
species of animals that the children of the future can discover. (4 votes)
9. Access to people of all income levels. The park is free and maybe even improve the availability
of the zoo to those who now can not afford it. (6 votes)
10. I see some value in the slightly non-native environment. It is good to have a feature that allows
children to interact with the environment and animals (e.g., ducks in the park). (2 votes)
11. Keep the park in tact but expand the zoo by using areas that are underused or need to be
redone. Consider the free access - use things like the parking lot or the golf course. (2 votes)
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #5

Fears
Access being cut-off to her family and
neighborhood
Loss of greenspace
Increasing temperatures
More land from Reid Park will be made
inaccessible
Inaccessible spaces, like the ball park, practice
fields too
Greenspace disappearing
No reduction in accessibility (e.g. school children)
Inequitable impact on different communities
Densification increasing, and lack of greenspace
Heat, warming trend and taking away trees
More and more space being taken
There won’t be an alternative--never vote for tax
increase, never go to the zoo again
Free space disappearing

Concept Comments
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. Utilize funding to fix what is broken down (water pipes, etc.) or modify what is already there in the zoo
2. Make the zoo, as is, the best zoo it can be.
3. Would like Reid Park Master Plan be revisited and come to fruition, zoo good for schools, also want
nice park
4. Maintains the most green, open space
5. Allows opportunity for Park Masterplan and public input
6. Tax dollars better utilized in other places
7. Afford opportunity to improve habitat for birds and wildlife
8. Increased opportunity for people to connect with birds and wildlife
9. Allows needs assessment for the community, not just the zoo
10. Consider the carbon footprint impact of relocating the zoo, do with what is already constructed there
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Hopes
Living close to the park, that kids continue to enjoy
the park, that she is able to en
That community is served with parks and greenspace
that is open to everyone. Everyone should have
greenspace in their neighborhood
That park will continue to improve, playground
structures are nice
46 to provide a space for beginning people
Continue
together in the community
Intentionally use space to create inclusive initiatives
in the community
Retain the status of being a public good
Continue to use Reid Park as a way to introduce
members of community to world of birds
Remain accessible
Improve habitat for birds themselves
Right to public greenspace, need to protect & value it
Find a different path forward than the one originally
25
proposed
Create opportunity for us to do things differently in
Tucson, different way to value & plan for what people
want
Create paths in the interior of the park to get away
from urban enviro
Take a look at existing uses of the park with a mind
for alternatives and use--are they in the right places?

(pg 1 of 3)
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #5

(pg 2 of 3)

Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec
Center
1. Converting unused concrete into greenspace and makes pathways between things and goes
from concrete thanks
2. If we have to go for expansion (how will therapeutic pools be impacted?)
3. Reclaiming space intentionally, impact on heat island effect by reducing asphalt, retains
walking
and running spaces, and accessibility
46
4. Opportunity to re-imagine therapeutic services
5. Compromise between other options and group interests
6. Preserve the existing greenspace, and allow for zoo expansion
7. Afford opportunity to improve habitat for birds and wildlife
8. Parking/storage--clean up industrial qualities and make more park-like
9. Opportunity to relocate unsightly storage yard and expand accessibility
10. Reduce noise in relocation of storage yard
11. Increased opportunity for people to connect with birds and wildlife
12. Compromise--incorporate various stakeholder opinions

25
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
1. Quiet park
2. Opportunity for zoo to expand, but reclaims pavement and encourages city to take a look at
how they’re using the park for industrial features.
3. Allows opportunity for the zoo to be a world class zoo, which takes a lot of space
Concept I: Look at Reid Park planning as a whole, rather than just the zoo.
1. Deliberate focus on the park plan
2. Gives public a voice

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

**All other concepts, no votes, no comment.
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #5

Top Positive Features (1 of 2)
1. Maximize trees, public greenspace, and retention of
open space
2. Park Masterplan with significant input from
community (4 votes)
3. Ensure equitable access to nature and birds and use
tax dollars to improve greenspace that is already in
the park. (4 votes)
4. Mixed-use and recreating, a way to recreate inside
46
the park, natural trails, bike paths, nature paths
5. Focus on pure public good of the park to include the
use for recreation, passive recreation, natural trails,
retention of green space with equity and inclusion at
the center of dialogue and conversation… and….?
6. Enhance the natural qualities of greenspace for
wildlife and birds (2 votes)
7. A way to recreate inside the park, natural trails (2
votes)
8. Pedestrian flow from one area of the park to another
(1 vote)
9. No more fencing! Value, fund and maintain natural
25 (1 vote)
space
10. Recognize the value of passive recreation by a very
diverse set of users in the Tucson community (not
just organized recreation) (1 vote)
11. Bike paths, nature paths and mixed-use (1 vote)
12. More tree canopy spaces and shady areas in the park
13. Bike paths, nature paths
14. Reid Park is a unique space that is a confluence for
many species of birds
15. Rehab the existing zoo as it is

(pg 3 of 3)

Top Positive Features (2 of 2)
1. Maximize retention of open space (5 votes)
2. Equitable access to nature and birds (2 votes)
3. More tree canopy spaces and shady areas in the
park
4. Bike paths, nature paths
5. Pedestrian flow from one area of the park to
another (1 vote)
6. A way to recreate inside the park, natural trails (2
votes)
7. No more fencing! Value, fund and maintain natural
space (1 vote)
8. Enhance the natural qualities of greenspace for
wildlife and birds (2 votes)
9. Recognize the value of passive recreation by a
very diverse set of users in the Tucson community
(not just organized recreation) (1 vote)
10. Reid Park is a unique space that is a confluence
for many species of birds
11. Maintaining trees and public greenspace (5 votes)
12. Masterplan with significant input from community
(4 votes)
13. Maintain the green space that is already in the
park. Make Reid Park more accessible and use
tax dollars to improve it. (4 votes)
14. Rehab the existing zoo as is
15. Bike paths, nature paths and mixed-use (1 vote)

Top Positive Features Recommendation
1. Maximize trees, public greenspace, and retention of open space
2. Park Masterplan with significant input from community (4 votes)
3. Ensure equitable access to nature and birds and use tax dollars to improve greenspace that is already
in the park. (4 votes)
4. Mixed-use and recreating, a way to recreate inside the park, natural trails, bike paths, nature paths
5. Focus on pure public good of the park to include the use for recreation, passive recreation, natural
trails, retention of green space with equity and inclusion at the center of dialogue and conversation…
and….? (was attempting to combine ideas that didn't get full discussion).
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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This group reports that "NO" consensus was reached
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #6

(pg 1 of 2)

Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design) plus a natural resources area to the northwest,
to be planned with community input
1. Give us new area we can fall in love with and preserves expansion , conservation, fall in love with
wildlife
2. Preserves the mission of the zoo allows with expansion
3. New green space with community input
Concept F: East Zoo expansion into Dell Urich Golf Course
1. It keeps the space- not sacrificing green space
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Hopes
Fears
Continue to have south pond with ducks and turtles
The opposite, we lose a tremendous piece of
Preserve and protect free and green space at Reid
culture
Park, the city really gets to think critically about the
Have all these dialogues and surveys and for us to
space and how it can be utilized. No expansion
stick with the money and follow the easy thing to
happens until; there is a greater conversion about the
do, I know it is hard and it's gonna be a tough
master plan and Reid Park in general.
decision but my fear is to lose what is already
Continues to be a place that attracts all Tucsonans
there.
46
and that it remains totally free to visit and continues
More of the public free accessible space becomes
attracting families and groups of people and events
less public and free
that make the place rich in feeling when you go there.
Lose the access to lose the green space that is
We don’t lose the free access of our community and
needed in urban areas that continue to grow. At
can still enjoy the green area. Reid Park needs to be
the same time, I don't want to see the animals at
more native (plants and nature) friendly. At the same
the zoo have minimal space.
time, I would like to see the zoo have good space
Spanish speaking families won’t be a part of this
don’t take the space from the community.
conversation.
Reid Park Zoo stays AZA accredited, has a good
Reputation of zoos is being destroyed by these
reputation and will continue too.
kinds of conversations and there is no expansion.
The park will still be a part of Tucson, children can
There is misinformation due to these
25
run and play through Barnum Hill.
conversations but these conversations are not
Other people can envision a future with green areas
necessarily a bad thing.
and ponds that we don't see now in addition to the
Continues to keep getting chopped up in zoo
zoo is viewed as a part of the green area of the park.
expansions.
Make a false dichotomy that there is a the zoo and
park and they are and represent two different
things but they are the same thing in my mind, zoo
Concept Comments
is a jewel in the green part of the park.
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. Protects wildlife
2. Needs to be redone Reid Park Master Plan
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #6

(pg 2 of 2)

Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
1. Take the parking and expand
2. No loss of free access and green access space, with zoo still being able to expand win -win
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
1. Really amazing if we move it
2. Expand space for animals
3. After conversation considering this concept

46

Concept I: Look at Reid Park planning as a whole, rather than just the zoo.
No zoo expansion unless theres a Reid Park Master Plan is developed
Master Plan
**All other concepts, no votes, no comment.
Top Positive Features
1. Increase free access to the Zoo- for all community members (2 votes)
2. Convert non green spaces (parking lot) to green spaces
3. Ponds and trees and turtles are critical keep in the plans, (3 votes)
4. Free
25 Access park space (5 votes)
5. Stewardship of trees (2 votes)
6. Keep South Pond aquatic habitat
7. Make decision that is inclusive to everyone equitable for all in the communities (3 votes)
8. Environmental sustainability (3 votes)
9. Barnum HIll & Pond keep for families picnics, weddings (2 votes)
10. Leave the free space for community use
11. City to keep in mind the mission of the zoo species survival and conservation (1 vote)
12. People love the zoo and the park (2 votes)
13. Want to see park Utilization metrics. Park use, use data to make decision, age, income, ethnicity

This group reports that "NO" consensus was reached
1. Ensure free access park space
2. Make a decision that is inclusive to all possible equitable for all in the communities
3. We did not reach a consensus for three
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Top Positive Features Recommendation
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #7

(pg 1 of 2)

Hopes
Fears
Respect for the voters who voted for a plan already
We’d get into a circular debate without 100% consensus
Clarify the misleading concept that the voters voted for
which will stall a good solution from happening
taking this part of Reid Park. I voted for improvements for
To lose this park, for me and loved ones and neighbors.
the Zoo. I want the myth dispelled that the vote was for
The south duck pond and Barnum hill will be destroyed.
expansion.
I see this as a free public space and oasis for the people
To make Tucson’s Zoo a zoo that Tucson will be proud of,
of Tucson and visitors. I fear we will not reach 100%
and seen as competitive with other city zoos. People would
consensus in this group of eight people.
come to Tucson to experience, an opportunity for
I fear the loss of the pine trees, eucalyptus, taking out
46
businesses to grow and expand and prosper, more things
the heart of Reid Park would be a great loss. We need
that surround the zoo. I want the zoo to be a game changer
more Barnum hills not less.
for people with disabilities, such as myself with a visual
The zoo will expand into green space, public green
impairment, maybe screens
space.
We can reach a win-win compromise. I think the Reid Park
I fear of losing the pond, and I fear of another plan for
Zoo and Save the Heart People can coexist and reach a
zoo expansion in the future.
happy solution
Globally, this issue will promote conversation about green
space. We do not want to reduce any green space in the
park.
We’ll have a great zoo and a great park.
The zoo will keep their eyes on the priority of taking care of
25
the animals, improving the zoo.
We will take this opportunity to look at how we plan or don’t
plan in an inclusive way. Look at the parks and recreation
master plan.
I hope we don’t lose the trees, pond, turtles

Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
Not taking additional green space, doesn’t create wall on 22nd
Building on parking lot reduces heat island
Not taking away any trees
Possibility for covered parking
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
Opportunity for more zoo expansion
Opportunity to become a world-class zoo
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Concept Comments
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. If zoo focused on maintenance, and improving quality of the the zoo
2. Money can be used for improving what zoo already has, focus on conservation
3. Would not take any green area away from the park

20

CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #7

(pg 2 of 2)

Top Positive Features (1 of 2)
1. Retaining the hills and open green space, converting hard space is logical. The pond should remain public space.
2. Keep the beautiful park we were given, not too many changes are needed just maintenance. Give people the best
experience and we don’t need the biggest zoo in the world for all families and the neighborhoods to enjoy. A zoo
is not a park, it is an attraction.
3. The park and zoo are important for Tucson, both need to be accessible without destroying nature and beauty. Zoo
needs to be business centered and the garage could include businesses in the lower level. The goal is to make
something among the best and the opportunity is here and we should take advantage of that.
4. We must keep in mind the south pond and stream are water features that should be important in the desert. There
46not a lot of ponds in the city. Open spaces should be saved for the general public and the common good. The
are
zoo will charge and if they need to expand so be it, a compromise should be reached.
5. The open space, green space needs to be preserved. We have to keep as much of the park open at no cost.
Discussion for the future is the location of the zoo and the golf course, why do we need one with more than 18
holes. If that was reduced that could address the points
6. Reduce the heat island effect by preserving the tree and expand for option G into the parking lot. Do a retailed
liner on the floor of the parking for business. Excellent to explore. Preserve the public commons and the folks in
the area are the ones who use the park. Win win, improve the zoo but save the park
7. Climate mitigation, climate social justice having an open public space is important in terms of AC & green space.
8. Reducing the heat island by expanding the zoo onto the hardscape makes a lot of sense. Saving Barnum hill and
the duck pond. Likes the idea of using the parking space for business on the ground level. Planning for the area
by the city. Take more serious planning efforts and do a better job next time.
25 space, hills, tree canopy, free space for recreation. The hard space to expand. The master plan for the zoo
9. Green
and the park, giving opportunities for the zoo to expand elsewhere. Should the zoo consider moving?

Top Positive Features (2 of 2)
1. Preserve public open space, Barnum Hill, duck pond, tree canopy for free. The green space should never
be an option for expansion again
2. Reduce the heat island effect by preserving the mature tree canopy by using current hardscape for zoo
expansion and add structured parking
3. Relocating certain buildings and building a parking structure with business lining. Focus on expanding
Tucson business development.
4. Improve the zoo and expand to make it one of the best in its class. Make the zoo fully accessible to people
with disabilities. Keeping in the concept of using the hardscape.

Top Positive Features Recommendation - ALL Align with Concept G with the revisions
1. Preserve public open space, Branum Hill, duck pond, tree canopy for free. The green space should
never be an option for expansion again
2. Reduce the heat island effect by preserving the mature tree canopy by using current hardscape for
zoo expansion and add structured parking
3. Relocating certain buildings and building a parking structure with business lining. Focus on expanding
Tucson business development.
4. Improve the zoo and expand to make it one of the best in its class. Make the zoo fully accessible to
people with disabilities. Keeping in the concept of using the hardscape.
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
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This group reports that "YES" consensus was reached
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #8

(pg 1 of 3)

Concept Comments
Concept A: No Zoo expansion (3 votes)
1. In sync with what voters voted for on 11/7/2017 to
appropriate funds for the Zoo.
2. Preserve voter intent in the way it was described.
Concept B: West Zoo expansion into Reid Park at
Barnum Hill and the South Pond (current design) (3
votes)
1. Honor need for zoo to expand and continue its
mission. Adds green space in the Zoo.
2. Honor the process that took place
3. Maintain parking
4. Vegetation and water features within the Zoo and
enhanced circulation
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design)
plus a natural resources area to the northwest, to
be planned with community input (4 votes)
1. Better utilizes the area to the northwest
2. Climate-adapted trees
3. Honor need for zoo to expand and continue its
mission. Adds green space in the Zoo.
4. Add new park features
5. Honor the process that took place
6. Maintain parking
7. Vegetation and water features within the Zoo &
enhanced circulation
8. Move the zoo to move forward with its
conservation efforts and provides an enhanced
public space to the NW

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

Hopes
Fears
Workable solution that can preserve the space and
Losing the Barnum Hill and south duck pond
keep community space
space, this feels special
All sides can agree to something that is beneficial to
We can’t move the needle and go forward for
the entire community
everybody with a solution that the majority is
For Park+Zoo: Come up with 2 or 3 workable
happy with
solutions to present to the Mayor and Council for their
Inequity. Power imbalance that might overrule the
decision-making. Get close enough to a consensus
needs of the City as a whole and losing sight of the
46
on a few things that makes sense for taxpayers, park,
long-term vision (e.g. environmental resilience and
zoo, neighbors,
climate change)
Recreational activities for everyone in the City with
An outcome that furthers negative sentiment within
public, free access to water and green space.
the community
Protection of heat relief location for the surrounding
Mission (international conservation plan and
neighborhoods.
education) of the Zoo will be curtailed. Impact to
Meet multiple needs in ways that feel just and
the depth of the gene pool in critically endangered
appropriate. Understand what works well at Reid
species.
Park to foster and support that, as well as achieve
Power imbalance in the decision-making
that activation in other spaces.
This opportunity to engage won’t be used
Preservation of the Barnum Hill and south duck pond
effectively.
25
The money won’t be used for maintenance and
operation of the zoo per the 11/7/2017 ballot
materials and instead used for items outside of the
public’s understanding on the day they voted.
Fragmentation of the Park

22

CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #8

(pg 2 of 3)

Concept Comments
Concept E: Southwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park (1 Vote)
1. Cancer Survivors Plaza might benefit by having a more central location in the park
Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center (5 Votes)
1. Some expansion for folks who want this and leaves all of Reid Park green space available for climate
mitigation
2. Opportunity to rethink surface parking lots
3. No 46
loss of green space; loss of surface parking lots; alternate use of existing buildings
4. Preserve green space at Barnum Hill and duck pond, maximizing space with making parking garages rather
than surface parking.
5. Allows for expansion of the zoo
6. Allows for time to develop a Reid Park Master Plan
7. Preserves Park space from park user mobility and safety perspective
8. Loud animals farther away from residential neighborhoods and park users
9. Protect neighborhoods from odors
10. Parking garage preserves available spots for parking
11. Maintains the Park space as it is while allowing Zoo expansion

Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park (4 Votes)
1. Property that allows for Zoo scope to achieve its goal
2. Immense possibilities
3. Great potential
4. Win-Win for everyone

Top Positive Features (1 or 2)
1. 4- Preservation of heavily used Park space
2. 5-Parking space consolidation
3. 10-Accessibility to the Zoo via public transit
4. 12-Recognize and empower M&C authority to make decisions
5. 15. Process that included diverse voices
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Concept I: Any other comments from group not mentioned above (1 Vote)
1. Randolph Way next to Edith Arc: move the buildings along this area for zoo expansion
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #8

(pg 3 of 3)

Top Positive Features (2 or 2)
1. Balance zoo’s interest in expansion and preservation of green space (4 votes)
2. Preservation of green space, mature tree canopy and mitigation of heat island effect (4 votes)
3. Enable the zoo to achieve its mission to connect people and animals (3 votes)
4. Honor the process and the plan, preserving voter trust (2 votes)
5. Maintain integrity of the Park as a unique space (2 votes)
6. Balance zoo expansion without damaging Park users’ interests (2 votes)
7.
46Involve citizens (1 vote)
8. Preservation of active and well-loved active spaces
9. Respect the taxpayer consideration

This group reports that "YES" consensus was reached
Top25Positive Features Recommendation

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

1. Balance zoo’s interest in expansion and preservation of green space
2. Preservation of green space, mature tree canopy and mitigation of heat island effect.
3. Protecting surrounding neighborhoods from negative effects of the zoo.
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #9

Hopes
Others who move here will be able to enjoy as
much green space at park
Consensus as community to benefit both the
park and the zoo - look to future
Preserve free, open, green space in Reid Park
Preserve zoo
Increase instead of shrink the park
46
Zoo expand to save more species
Community happy with a facelift of the park
Supporters of zoo recognize value of & interests
in park
Supporters of park recognize value & interests
in zoo
Preservation of mature old growth trees
People able to enjoy unstructured nature,
natural expanse

(pg 1 of 2)

Fears
Fully open public space will be further
encroached upon
Division and Loss of sense of community
Loss of Barnum Hill and pond, ecosystem,
habitat, creatures
Loss of trees and any part of the park
Loss of community
Heat index - impact of tree loss
Consumerism brought into park from open
fence into the zoo, and associated impact to
parents
Noise and smell from zoo - impact on
neighbors

Concept
25 Comments
Concept A: No Zoo expansion (3 votes)
1. No disruption, no construction, quiet; Nothing changes and zoo can use money to improve other
infrastructure; Preserves Park open space
Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design) plus a natural resources area to the northwest, to be
planned with community input
1. Lets zoo expand and creates a new Oasis with additional trees

Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
1. Positive because it doesn’t take any part or tree space; Preserves green space and eliminates hard
surface parking; therapeutic area easy to move; Love getting rid of the parking lot
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
1. Lets you do whatever you want in a more sustainable way and away from flight path; Doesn’t take any
free open space from park; would be ideal if it could relocate onto another golf course
Concept I:
1. Consider moving parking underneath the zoo to make more space for animal exhibits yet let zoo stay
central OR Zoo expand south from the therapeutic center into the Reid Park Zoological Building or North
into Parks and Rec.
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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Concept D: Northwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park
1. Preserves Barnum Hill and South Pond and has many benefits
2. Lets zoo expand and preserves the Hill and Pond

25

CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #9

(pg 2 of 2)

Top Positive Features (1 of 2)
Top Positive Features (2 of 2)
1. Allow zoo to expand within a couple years 1. Preserve and gain open, green space (free and
affordable (3 votes)
accessible and unstructured) and trees (including
2. Preserve and gain park space and trees (including
high value mature trees) (8 votes)
high value mature trees) (8 votes)
2. Preserve open access to Barnum Hill and duck
3. Preserve open access to Barnum Hill and duck
pond (6 votes)
pond (6 votes)
3. Neighborhood livability (6 votes)
4. Support/preserve zoo mission (3 votes)
4. Open space not lost - must be made up
46
5. Neighborhood livability (6 votes)
someplace else within the park (5 votes)
6. Open space not lost - must be made up
someplace else within the park (5 votes)
7. Zoo expansion not take up open space - replace
existing parking lot, extend into therapeutic center
and south or north if needed (1 vote)
8. Preservation of Lakeshore Lane
9. Minimal/less disruption to park and surrounding
neighborhoods (3 votes)
10. Increase park care - trees and pond, install
healthy
25 choices for food for water fowl
(dispensers), filter for pond (1 vote)

This group reports that "NO" consensus was reached

Top Positive Features Recommendation

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

1. Expand zoo in a way that meets the above (note we did not have full consensus either as
we were having excellent dialogue when the meeting ended)
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Hopes
Balance in reasonable consideration from the
mayor and city council
Be heard authentically
Hope that there is an active master plan for Reid
Park - it’s essential for community
Hope we don’t lose one of the few free green
venues in midtown Tucson
46
Our largest central park to be deserves the be
the highest quality and most accessible
Contractors can benefit from a better project
Reid Park will have a master plan;
comprehensive park plan with citizen advisory
board
Will try to save endangered animals
Understand green spaces have an identity to the
Tucson community, a sense of place for both
young and old, an iconic piece of Tucson; a
piece of the heart of Tucson
25
Keeping these places
Realize the importance of conservation of the
whole area, and what that means to us humans.
Conservation critical to us, green spaces help us
stay healthy; balance of riparian, migratory
birds, mature trees
Urban oasis are part of every world class city;
signature part of Tucson
Desert museums is the future of zoological
gardens; zoos are part of the past and not
expanding it
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Fears
Not heard
Looking at the system master plan and realizing
there isn’t an active plain for Reid Park
Without an active plan, some other
project/ordered structure use would impede on
the current unstructured use (green space)
Losing one of the few free green venues in
midtown Tucson
Putting up a paywall up in free space and losing
green space
Tucson is selling itself short; too short-ranged
plans
Tucson does not have appropriate long term
vision or plans
City not communicating to voters
Reid Park, as is, is dangerous, not safe, unless
policed or secured, it’s not safe
Communities may lose access to free green
space places especially minority communities
Green space is seen as just a green place, but
it’s more than that; generations of cultural
communities and access
Disconnecting green accessible space in
everyone in the community
Destroying previous cultures of previous
identities of this land
[Zoo] Tenants are only in year 3 of their 10 year
plan, next 7 years is unknown; fear of
encroachment to other areas of the park to get
to the goal of becoming a world class zoo.
Susceptible to Drought
Zoo might take up more of Reid Park and there
will be no Reid Park left, leaving only closed off
venues
Losing oasis that supports the livability of the
city

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

Dialogue Circle #10
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #10

(pg 2 of 2)

Concept Comments
Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. Money can be put into making the Zoo better and not necessarily bigger (6 votes)
2. Applying 21st century concepts
3. Fiscally responsible and practical use of taxpayer dollars
4. Serves main person as an entertainment venue (1 vote)
5. Can teach zoo concepts in other ways (without needed infrastructure) (3 votes)
6. Can make it better using the funds if it remains as is; put money back into the current Park/Zoo (3 votes)
7. Practical choice without a master plan
46 diverse, used by diverse population, voters voted to make improvements to the zoo, but did not vote on an
8. Accessible,
expansion (3 votes)
9. Keep concert free
Concept B: West Zoo expansion into Reid Park at Barnum Hill and the South Pond (current design)
1. Already defined (1 vote)
2. Know exact costs (1 vote)
3. Spent 5years with an architect (1 vote)
Concept D: Northwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park
1. Concept D appeases somewhat both parties (1 vote)
Concept F: East Zoo expansion into Dell Urich Golf Course
1. Who 25
are the stakeholders affected by this concept?
2. No negative impact to Reid Park (3 votes)
Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
1. Reduces urban heat island and better uses that heat space for zoo space (1 vote)
2. Satisfies both parties somewhat
3. Who are the stakeholders affected by this concept?
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
1. Could be relocated to a place that’s not a flight hazard zone
2. This option has not yet been thoroughly explored
3. Option that could allow for a world class Zoo and Park (2 votes)
4. Expand and improve Reid Park (1 vote)

Top Positive Features Recommendation
1. The group has NOT reached consensus, please see notes in the positive features page above. Top 4 voted
positive features (without consensus):
2. Money can be put into making the Zoo better and not necessarily bigger
3. Can teach zoo concepts in other ways (without needed infrastructure)
4. Accessible, diverse, used by diverse population, voters voted to make improvements to the zoo, but did not
vote on an expansion
5. We want no negative impact to Reid Park
6. We had a lean towards Concept A (or A/F/H/G/D) and strong case made for Concept B
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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This group reports that "NO" consensus was reached
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #11

Hopes
That the City of Tucson can come to an
agreement and meet at a compromise that
doesn’t denigrate various aspects such as green
space or currently designated areas
For the park, that we can create a space in
which the wider public can experience the magic
and richness that many of us experience on a
46
daily basis
That it is a place in which we can continue to
build community and interact with those we may
not normally interact
Hope that the park will be preserved
Maintain and preferably expand the open, safe
and accessible green space. This may include
the baseball fields or other areas that are
currently inaccessible.
Hope that we come to a positive comprise
between the values in park vs. values of the zoo
25
held by different constituents

(pg 1 of 2)

Fears
Sentimentality and loss of the experiences that
can be shared with friends and family
Environment, more focus on expanding than
use of space and losing green space, animal
life and mature trees and community building
That we are becoming another Phoenix that is
more concrete and less safe, accessible green
space.
Loss of open area and that value hasn’t been
place on the park itself
Fear that the Zoo has gotten into a irreversible
situation in which it is obligated to expand or
move
Concern of continued expansion in the future
now that it has started.
Park is not well organized as a concept and the
wildness of the park may be lost. The wild
space includes those areas near the ponds that
are still publicly accessible. These areas
promote spontaneity in human behavior.

Concept Comments

Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
1. Doesn’t take any green space
2. Repurposes paved space with green space
3. Allows the Therapeutic Rec center to potentially expand at another location
4. Reusing space that is already utilized: building tall rather than wide
5. Reducing the number of lateral/horizontal spaces will reduce future expanses of spaces and expansion of heat islands
with pavement
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park
1. More green and wild space in the park
2. Allows zoo to meet additional future goals of the master plan
3. May allow paved space to green space
Concept I: G with addition Opens southern Dell Urich golf course as wild, open space that is not paved
1. Uses existing hard space as part of G
2. Trades the wild, open space in return for that expansion
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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Concept A: No Zoo expansion
1. That it maintains the current open, accessible space including mature trees and wildlife
2. Save 25 million in taxpayer money
3. Retaining the Zoo as it is as a small, local zoo
4. Utilize the money saved to benefit the community such as free field trips (Question remaining: what would happen to
the funds if not expanded?
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Dialogue Circle #11

(pg 2 of 2)

Top Positive Features (1 of 2)
Top Positive Features (2 of 2)
1. Preservation green space and wild space
1. Maintaining cost-free, open green spaces
through repurposing paved space-that allows people to wander and interact
leveraging existing hardscape (6 votes)
that are accessible by all (6 votes)
2. Wild space is retained or grown (2 votes)
2. Preserve green space and wild space
3. Opportunity for spaces in which people
through repurposing paved space-can be in community with one another
leveraging existing hardscape (6 votes)
46
and explore together. (1 vote)
3. Transparent process that incorporates a
4. Careful, coherent vision of the park to
careful, coherent vision for the park that
include the zoo (1 vote)
results in trust (2 votes)
5. Transparent process that results in trust
4. If any kind of expansion, ensure going
(1 vote)
forward that additional, other green and
6. Maintaining cost-free, open green spaces
wild space (i.e. open-access lands) are
that allows people to wander and interact
retained and grown in the park (2 votes)
that are accessible by all (6 votes)

25

This group reports that "YES" consensus was reached
Top Positive Features Recommendation

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

1. Maintain the existing cost-free, open green spaces that allow people to wander, interact and
ensure access by all
2. Preserve green space and wild space through repurposing paved space--leveraging existing
hardscape
3. Ensure transparent process that incorporates a careful, coherent vision for the park that results
in trust among stakeholders and community members
4. For any kinds of expansion going forward, ensure that additional green and wild space (i.e.
open-access lands) is retained and grown in the park
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #12

Hopes
Transparency among all Tucson community
members.
We come up with a solution that centralizes the
opinions of those most impacted.
Creative and imaginative zoo plan that is an
open space featuring local animals and
connection to nature.
46
Increased education about local natural
resources.
Zoo collaborates with the golf course and Reid
Park to optimize the Reid Park area and
promotes the repromotion of the Santa Cruz
River.
Increased green space.
Document historic resources and landscapes
Value open space and our collective stories as a
community
Zoo to reclaim role as beneficiary
25
Park remains, including pond and hill
Zoo expands without harming the park
Preservation of green space
Emphasize history, value, and equity.

(pg 1 of 3)

Fears
The park will become smaller & smaller just as it
becomes a beautiful place; sections are constantly
being taken off & used for storage, etc.
Things not being transparent. There needs to be
space for people below 22nd street to be aware of
what is happening and current information.
Elimination of green space
Community members do not have a voice in
matters and money controls the conversation in the
community.
More fencing, more blocking, more fragmentation
south of 22nd street.
Decreased community discussion.
When space is not developed, it is not seen as
valuable. Passive recreation spaces are valued by
the community but do not have a vocal used group.
Any loss of anymore open space
Lose the duck pond
We limit the ability of the zoo and community to
protect endangered animals and promote
conservation efforts
Waste, fraud, and abuse.
Inclusion of the public in all community projects.
Loss of community history and historical assets

Concept Comments
Concept A: No Zoo expansion (3 votes)

Concept D: Northwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park (1 vote)
Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
(5 votes)
Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park (1 vote)

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design) plus a natural resources area to the
northwest, to be planned with community input (1 vote)
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #12

(pg 2 of 3)

Top Positive Features (1 of 2)
Concept G:
1. Freeing the earth
2. Remove asphalt
3. Reclaiming green space
4. Utilizing hardscapes
5. Valuing the land
6. Increased
zoo collaboration with businesses surrounding the zoo
46
7. Open the zoo to the community and increase community experience within the zoo
8. Incorporate and redevelopment of therapeutic center into the zoo
9. Providing an opportunity for the users of the therapeutic rec center to interact with animals.
10. Increase education among the community about natural animals/environment
11. Free our spirits to think about how the ball courts are used
12. Enables community members to walk across the golf course/around the entirety of reid park
13. Allows creative movement to the park
14. Create less concrete and increase useable human green space around the El Con area
15. Maintains trees within the park space
16. preserves
and maintains connection to the past
25
17. would not impact historic viewsheds
18. shaded parking through parking garage
19. New thinking within the community about climate change, the environment, utilizing space
Concept A:
1. zoo is a good size currently
2. ensure quality of life for animals with current funding

Concept C:
1. Mitigate heat island
Concept D:
1. Maintains historic sections of park
2. Affordable
3. Compromises/middle ground plan
New concept K: keep current zoo and expand into different places throughout Tucson to visit different
animals
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Concept H:
1. plans for the future in terms of animal conservation
2. Room for future expansion
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Dialogue Circle #12

(pg 3 of 3)

Top Positive Features (2 of 2)
1. Expansion of the zoo shall not take any existing free, open space while:
2. Preventing further privatization public space, in order to halt the limiting of the access to
resources and meaningful community spaces
3. Preserving what the community values and their experiences
4. Respecting our history - maintain historic Reid Park existence
5.46
Option G has the potential to satisfy all sides, address parking, and issues regarding the
therapeutic rec center.
6. Provide a good environment for the animals and the visitors at the existing zoo; utilizing
the funding already allocated by the prop to improve the animal environment, employee
salaries, infrastructure of the existing zoo
7. Full public inclusion - work transparently toward an open process; justice, equity,
diversity, inclusion
8. Proper use of public and private funds
9. The opportunity to redesign the experience of Reid Park and enhance the collaboration
between community, city, the environment, and the zoo. Enable questions about what
25
experience the community wants from Reid Park, how to have a world class zoo within
what we already have, open space, collaboration between zoo, golf course, El Con Mall.
10. Process takes into account the long term good of the park and city of Tucson with an
emphasis on conservation, sustainability, and accessibility
11. Utilize funding for satellite zoo expansions

This group reports that "NO" consensus was reached

1. We did not get to tally up choices for top 3 positive features. We also did not get then to work on
consensus. We spent time combining positive features, paring them down, but still were not able
to make 3 recommendations.
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Top Positive Features Recommendation
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CIRCLES REPORT OUTS
Dialogue Circle #13

Hopes
Continues to be open and free space for many
years to come
Park is preserved and serve public and families
Expands
Tree system stays intact
Reid park master plan that is created
Remain a vital part of city that already
46 to be a place to gather for families
Continues
and groups i.e. celebrations
Continues to educate children
Zoo continues to reinforce endangered species
Have capital improvements
Put on hold until there is a Master Plan
Capitol improvements to take place to move
forward

(pg 1 of 2)

Fears
Trees
Zoo will take over park
Doesn’t expand
Loss of natural spaces
Expansion of zoo
Additional fence
Loss of trees
Community will be divided
Divided against one another
Loss of beauty
Fence in the open spaces
environmental mental impact and habitat
Loss of habitat
Loss of opportunity

25
Concept Comments
Concept C: West Zoo expansion (current design) plus a natural resources area to the
northwest, to be planned with community input (2 votes)
Concept D: Northwest Zoo expansion into Reid Park (1 vote)
Concept G: North Zoo expansion into the current Zoo parking lot and Therapeutic Rec Center
(6 votes)

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

Concept H: Relocate the Zoo out of Reid Park (1 vote)
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Top Positive Features (2 of 2)
1. Importance of free open green space
2. Importance of trees
3. Heavy use by families and social groups, social equity
4. Preserving green space
5. Community input on planning
6. Open space Free and accessible to all families and groups
7. the
46preservation of free green space and
8. Connecting people and animals
9. Importance of establishing a timeline
10. I also want to stress the importance of a Reid Park Master Plan.
11. Preserve free open space and mature trees, allowing for open access to natural world for all
and beneficial physical & mental health impacts of mature trees and mother root systems (7
votes)
12. Reaching a compromise between stakeholders (2 votes)
13. Find compromise that makes all stakeholders happy
14. Preservation of free green space and stopping loss of habitat (3 votes)
25
15. Updating
Reid Park master plan in a way that protects or increases green space (6 votes)
16. In keeping with with tax proposition using $ for zoo cap improvement, where improvements
may be located (2 votes)
17. Importance of having green space and place for families and social groups to gather, social
equity (6 votes)
18. Create inspiring memories (4 votes)

This group reports that "YES" consensus was reached

1. Preserving free open space and mature trees, allowing everyone to enjoy access to the natural
world, including the beneficial physical and mental health impacts of being around mature trees.
2. Updating the Reid Park/Zoo master plan in a way that protects or increases green space.
3. Importance of having green space and place for families and social groups to gather, and
providing social equity.
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Top Positive Features Recommendation
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WAS CONSENSUS REACHED?
Thirteen Circles: Consensus "YES" or "NO" will be listed for each circle.
Not all groups were able to come to consensus in moving forward, but had
great discussion that could lead there.
Dialogue Circle #1: YES
Dialogue
Circle #2: NO
46
Dialogue Circle #3: YES
Dialogue Circle #4: YES
Dialogue Circle #5: NO
Dialogue Circle #6: NO
Dialogue Circle #7: YES
Dialogue Circle #8: YES
Dialogue Circle #9: NO
25
Dialogue
Circle #10: NO
Dialogue Circle #11: YES
Dialogue Circle #12: NO
Dialogue Circle #13: YES

Dialogue Circles - 4.10.21

Total = 7 YES
Total = 6 NO

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
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ATTACHMENT D

March 3, 2021

A Message from Mayor Regina Romero Throughout this last year, our experiences living through a global pandemic and quarantine has
deepened the way our community values our public spaces and, especially, our parks. Recently,
Mayor and Council have received feedback from Tucsonans who have voiced concerns about
expansion of the Zoo to the South Pond and Barnum Hill area. We have also heard from
community members, who value the educational and recreational opportunities that our Zoo
provides to our community. As someone who has been an outspoken proponent for open and
accessible green spaces, as well as a mom who enjoys taking her children to the Zoo, I recognize
the complexity of this issue.
I have provided the privilege to the Council Member representing the area, and the Reid Park
Zoological Society to reach a resolution with community members. However, it has become
clear to me that resolution to this issue is not on the horizon. This is why I am compelled as
Mayor to help find common ground by calling for a pause on this project so that the different
parties can come to the table.
It is important to distinguish the two separate, although related, concerns at hand. The first
concern is the proposed expansion area itself: the loss of a cherished area frequented by many
Tucsonans, the destruction of trees, and an overarching concern about access to public green
spaces. The second is whether the process that the Zoological Society carried out was
transparent, and whether sufficient engagement with a representative and diverse group of
community stakeholders was conducted.
This issue is fundamentally about the trust that Tucson voters place in their local government,
specifically the institutions that use their tax dollars. The ballot language approved by voters in
2017 was “to fund capital improvements, operations, and maintenance,” and did not mention
expansion. All public meetings to discuss specific expansion plans, which by almost all accounts
were poorly attended due to insufficient outreach to surrounding neighborhoods, were conducted
in 2018 and 2019, after the tax was approved by voters.
Many have also made the argument that we should proceed with expansion since dollars have
already been spent for preliminary planning. Unfortunately, that is the potential cost of poor
community engagement. Involving the community must not be viewed as inconvenient; instead,
it must be intentional and representative of community stakeholders. When organized correctly,
it can actually improve the results.

City of Tucson
City Hall, 10 Floor | 255 W. Alameda | Tucson, AZ 85701 | (520) 791-4201
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I am calling for an immediate pause on this project and asking the Zoological Society, City
administration and community stakeholders to come to the table in order to find a solution that
works for all. At the end of the day, we all want beautiful open spaces available to everyone in
our community AND we want an amazing zoo.
Sincerely,

Mayor Regina Romero
City of Tucson
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